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was a very good show at the Fine Arts Club of Renaissance
Sculpture, including two lovely Cellinis. The catalogue
was by Maclagan, son of the old Archbishop—I wish
you'd get a City Living worth ^2,000 a year.
Chalet Martin Ptcheur,1
To Rev. F. G. Ellerton	Wimereux,
Pas dc Calais
August 13, 1912
. . . Meanwhile we have been browsing pleasantly in
all sorts of books—amongst them re-reading your copy of
Hundred Best French Poems. Oh, and Anatole France's
admirable Les Dieux ont Soif. You ought to read that:
it is a thing over which one lingers to gouter les phrases—
exquisitely written and very exciting. French Revolu-
tion—of course with his usual dispassionate outside jsn-
looking, as of a Lucretian god. There is as always a
pleasant sceptic who makes friends with an excellent priest
with whom he has much talk, and the priest's reply to
him is not one of the worst things in the book. " I can't
discuss the Christian religion with you. J'ai trap de raisons
et trop peu d'esprit" I have also been reading a most excel-
lent book on evolutionary Biology by one Dendy—very
plainly written so that even I can understand, and veiy
interesting.... You-were very kind and comforting about
Johnson. I hope it will pass muster, but I am sure it will
not do more. There is much more that I care to say in
some of my Times things or in this Grand Style essay than
. in all this little book. I hate and despise the originality of
paradox (I hate also using paradox in this false sense—but
it is now apparently universal); and I cannot attain to any
other originality on this well-worn topic.. . . You shall
certainly pin-prick if you will when you come to London,
if you don't find anything more amusing to do—and I will
listen respectfully and gratefully,
* A house near Boulogne which we had taken for the summer holidays.

